
Condensation
Control

Condensation is probably the most common form of
dampness in buildings although it is frequently not immediately
visible to the occupant or surveyor.

In housing, condensation is largely the consequence of
today’s improved standards of draught proofing, particularly
when older properties have been upgraded.

Lack of adequate ventilation allied to modern occupancy
lifestyles - cooking, washing and bathing - can lead to a 
build-up of excessive humidity and moisture, especially in
areas with little air circulation.

The result can be peeling decorations, damp living conditions
and unsightly mould growth (some of which may be unhealthy)
especially for those with respiratory problems.

Condensation is a problem that not only afflicts privately
owned property but also presents serious issues for those
responsible for social housing.

Dry Air ‘Whole House’ Ventilation and Heat Recovery Systems

At Peter Cox, we are passionate about providing good indoor
air to everyone, which is why we offer a wide and varied range
of eco-friendly and innovative ventilation systems, designed to
deliver homes with fresh, filtered air. 

This will help both homeowners and public sector housing
managers mitigate the problems caused by condensation.
ALL our units are UK manufactured and feature low energy
fans to provide sustainable ventilation solutions while
minimising environmental impact by using components
designed to be recycled.

Problem

Solution
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The Peter Cox Dry Air

Whole House Ventilation

units are designed to

ventilate the property

quietly from a position on

the landing in a house or

the central hallway in a

bungalow or apartment.

By drawing fresh air into the
building and circulating it
gently round the property,
stagnant stale atmospheres
are transformed into healthy
and condensation free
environments.

The units are designed to run
continuously, replacing
moisture laden air with
clean tempered and filtered
air, forcing contaminates out
of the building through
natural cracks and leakages
and also   by working in
conjunction with our unique
Thermo Save 'Heat Recovery
Units'.

Dry Air 
Whole House
Ventilation
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Our range of Condensation Control Units Ventilate your Property 

Taking advantage of the

benefits of solar gain in

the loft space, this unit

draws fresh air from the

loft and delivers it into the

property, resulting in a

relative saving of 150

watts per day. 

The unit contains an

integral pre-heater for use

in periods of low external

temperature.

Whole House 

Ventilation

Loft Mounted Unit

Designed for flats, this

unit uses the same low

watt motor technology,

drawing fresh air into the

home and mixing it with

the warm air that

accumulates at ceiling

level, which re-distributes

heat around the property

and forces moisture-

laden air out of the

property.

Whole House

Ventilation

Wall Mounted Unit

• Ultra low watt DC motor technology

• Quiet operation and variable
speed settings

• Low running cost

• Superior long-life filter

• Agrément Board approved

• 5 year guarantee

Features & Benefits
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Small enough for bathroom

installations but with more

than enough power for

kitchens, our filterless extract

fan has been designed to

deliver the lowest possible

maintenance, the lowest long

term life cycle costing and

lowest performance/energy

costs.

Surface mounted or recessed

Permanent rear carcass

Patented interchangeable
cartridge

Easy maintenance

Designed for the life of the
building
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Filterless Extract Fans Perfect for Kitchens &
Bathrooms

Features & Benefits

195 127

52

248

General Dimensions (mm) - Assembled Fan Unit

The air management

forces dust and

contaminates leaving the

dwelling away from the

sealed electric motor

centifrugally, pushing past

the smooth surfaces to the

atmosphere - without the

need for a filter.

Filterless

‘Heat Recovery Units’

provide a ‘balanced’ and

the most effective

condensation solution

available in the UK.

Working together these

units offer an ‘holistic’

approach and will

eliminate or reduce

surface condensation

which causes mould

growth. These units

recover up to 75% of the

heat normally lost, by

venting warm air to the

outside!

Dry Air Thermo Save 

Permanent rear 
carcass

Easy to fit, maintenance

free carcass. 

Never needs to be

removed from the wall.

For bathroom or kitchen

installations this radical

concept in fan technology

can be surfaced mounted

or recessed, ideal for all

applications. 

Miserly power consumption

is achieved through the

specification of a self

regulating, whisper quiet,

EC motor.

Versatile

Thermo Save Heat Recovery System
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Designed to be placed in
areas of high humidity where
they can work at their most
efficient, the Thermo Save
unit from Peter Cox can
recover up to 75% of the
heat that would normally be
lost to the outside with
conventional ‘fans’.

In our attempt to reduce carbon
emissions, these units reduce
heating costs through their
unique Heat Exchange Unit.
Warm air from the room is
drawn into the fan housing and
passes over a series of heat
exchange tubes. At the same
time, clean dry air is drawn into
the fan cartridge and passes
through the core of the same
tubes where heat is transferred
to the incoming air. Our design
is innovative yet so simple and
incredibly efficient. 

Bathrooms and Kitchens are
where these units would ideally
be placed. They can be used
either as a replacement for an
older fan which would just
remove warm moist air without
the ability to recover that
precious heat, or as a new unit.

The fan housing can also be rotated
to any position providing flexible
options for installing the units. 

Thermo Save 
Heat Recovery System
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Whisper quiet and easy to maintain Recover up to 75% of heat

Recovers up to 75% of the heat from the air being replaced

‘Humidistat’ controlled to work in a balanced mode

Can be installed as ‘new installations’ or ‘upgrades’

2 sizes to suit every situation 100mm or 150mm diameter units

Units for wall thicknesses up to 600mm 

Easy Maintenance – central ‘Heat Recovery Unit’ can be cleaned

with a vacuum cleaner or simply wiped with a damp cloth

“Whisper quiet” operation less than 22 decibels

Totally recyclable – no waste

Running costs less than £10 per year !

Thermo
save

Features & Benefits of Thermo Save
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